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Coded quickest classification with applications in
bandwidth-efficient smart grid monitoring

Shih-Chun Lin, Chien-Chi Liu, Min-Yen Hsieh, Shih-Tang Su, and
Wei-Ho Chung

Abstract—Cyber-physical systems, such as smart grids, have
received lots of attention recently. Unfortunately, security
breaches in cyber-physical systems can result in catastrophic
consequences, thus needing to be carefully monitored. For ex-
ample, abnormal voltage quality events, which are more likely
to happen because of unstable renewable energy sources in
smart grids, harm delicate electronic devices. We thus focus on
the quickest classification, or multi-hypothesis quickest change
detection, which jointly detects and classifies multiple abnormal
events. Both the classification delay and misclassification proba-
bility need to be low. Multiple smart meters are adopted, where
each meter transmits its local decision to a fusion center for
making the final decision. For energy saving, the bandwidth
(link capacity) between each meter and the fusion center is
limited to be one bit. Moreover, some meters may be faulty and
mislead the final decision. To combat these faulty meters under
the limited bandwidth, a code-based framework for quickest
classification is proposed. Our contribution is two-fold. First, a
new local decision rule based on the stochastic ordering theory
is proposed. Compared with existing matrix-cumulative-sums
algorithm, the newly proposed local decision rule has lower
complexity and comparable performance. Second, a new fusion
method based on codebook switching and minimum Hamming
distance rule is developed. Compared with existing fault-tolerant
methods, the newly-developed method can significantly lower the
misclassification probabilities.

Index Terms—Multi-hypothesis quickest detection, Distributed
systems, Error-correcting codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-physical systems (CPS), which integrate techniques
like communication and computation, are expected to achieve
high stability and robustness in the next generation of systems
[1]. For example, in power grids, the abnormal changes of
voltage waveforms compared to the ideal ones are harmful
to delicate electronic devices. Even worse, smart grids suffer
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from many more voltage quality events due to the wide
adoptions of renewable energy sources. Thanks to the recent
advance of the internet of things (IoT) [2] [3], smart grids can
be equipped with cyber-physical infrastructures such as the
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) networks. The AMI
network consists of multiple communicating smart meters and
is shown to be very helpful for voltage quality monitoring by
U.S. Department of Energy [4]. The other example of CPS
status monitoring is the pressure and temperature monitoring
in an automated industrial factory [1] [5].

In status monitoring of CPS, to quick alarm the occurrence
of an abnormal change, minimizing the detection delay after
a status change is crucial. Note that the abnormal change
happens at an unknown time, thus the stochastic change
detection approaches, also called as quickest detections, are
promising [6]–[8]. In [8], the quickest detection was studied
assuming only single meter monitoring the abnormal change
and the performance can be improved using multiple meters in
AMI [9] [10]. In [9] [10], multiple decentralized meters will
send their local decisions to a fusion center (or central data
center). Then the final decision, made at the fusion center, can
benefit from these local decisions. However, the schemes in
[9] [10] assume that all meters are honest and fully compliant
with the local decision rules. In practice, faulty or defective
meters may exist in the network, and such security breaches
can result in catastrophic consequences [1] [11]–[15]. Thus
fault-tolerant fusions, first considered in traditional hypothesis-
testing problems [16], are also developed for sequential quick-
est detections recently [17].

The quickest detections in [7]–[10] [12] [13] [17] [18]
assumed binary hypothesis which only allowed one scenario
of the abnormal event. However, in CPS such as the smart
grid, the abnormal event may have multiple scenarios [19]
[20]. Thus detecting (decide whether a change has occurred)
and further classifying (decide on the type of the change) an
abnormal event as quickly as possible are both important tasks
for CPS. Conventionally the detection and classification are
separated [8] [19]. First, an abnormal change is detected based
on noisy meter observations. Then the system control takes
further observations via meters for further classification. To
shorten the overall delays from detection and classification,
instead of common separation principles, one may prefer
online techniques which simultaneously perform these two
tasks. Theoretically, this problem is a generalization of the
binary-hypothesis quickest detection to multiple hypotheses
(classes) one [6]. In this paper, to emphasize the ability to
joint detection and classification, multi-hypothesis quickest
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detection is also called as the “quickest classification.” With
a single meter, matrix Cumulative Sums (CUSUM) algorithm
in [21] was shown to be asymptotically optimal for quickest
classification.

The other important issue for CPS status monitoring is the
finite bandwidth (link capacity) between each meter and the
fusion center. For example, for the wide-area monitoring in
smart grid, meters may communicate with the center through
wireless links. To save transmission power and extend the
lifetime of each meter, the link capacity must be constrained
[2] [9] [13]. The conventional centralized offline classifiers
[22] [23], which need huge or infinite link capacities for
transmitting large amounts of data to the fusion center, may
not be practical for wide-area monitoring [19]. To solve
aforementioned issues, we focus on designing distributed and
online quickest classification with one-bit meter-to-fusion-
center link capacity. Note that the promising group-wise fault-
tolerant fusion in [17] still requires infinite link capacity.

In this paper, voltage magnitude monitoring in smart grid
is used as a CPS application example for our fault-tolerant
bandwidth-efficient quickest classification. Note that voltage
magnitude events are typically neglected in the literature
focused on voltage phase estimations [12]–[15] where the
voltage magnitudes are assumed to be (or close to) normal all
the time. Tailored with four possible voltage magnitude states
[19] [20], we first propose new local quickest classification
rule, named as sequenced matrix CUSUM, for each meter
instead of matrix CUSUM in [21]. The corresponding local
decision is first converted into two bits, and then sent to the
fusion center through a link with one-bit capacity. Note that
the link capacity is insufficient to transmit the two-bit local
decision under one channel use. Thus motivated by [16], we
treat the concatenation of the bits from multiple meters as a
codeword in an error-correcting codebook. The coded quickest
classification is then proposed for the fusion center to combat
the faulty local decisions. Before listing our contributions, we
first introduce some background knowledge as follows.
A. Background Popular nonparametric detection methods
include the ones which alarm voltage magnitude variations
from the root mean squared (RMS) sequences, the short-
time Fourier transform (STFT) outputs [24], and so on [19].
Usually, these nonparametric detectors ignore the distributions
of measurement noise and the parametric methods can have
better detection performance once good probabilistic models
are found [19]. Thus the quickest detection framework is very
promising since it achieves the optimal tradeoff between the
detection delay and the false alarm probability (raise an alarm
when no abnormal events happen) [6].

Classifying abnormal voltage quality events are also im-
portant [9] [19] [20]. For example, voltage interruption event
is much more serious than voltage sag and swell events. An
interruption may be caused by a permanent fault and need the
man-force involvement [25]. Though voltage sag and swell are
typically caused by temporary faults, automatic protections
still need to be invoked since they will affect the state
estimations such as voltage phases. For other applications such
as abnormal temperature monitoring in Industry 4.0 [5], ex-
tremely high or low temperature can also harm manufacturing

machines in different ways and need different mitigation. For
classification, machine learning methods are often adopted,
which only aim to increase the accuracy rates but ignore
the delays [19] [26]. Among these offline classifiers, neural
network based on the probabilistic model is very successful
[22]. This motivates us to consider stochastic online quickest
classification [6] [21]. Compared with methods in [19] [22]–
[24], not only one can perform joint detection and classifica-
tion of an abnormal event, the optimal tradeoff between the
overall delay, false alarm probability, and the misclassification
probability can be studied in an online quickest classification
framework. Moreover, combined with multiple meters, the
corresponding communication costs are much smaller than the
offline classifiers in [22] [23].
B. Contributions Our contributions are itemized as follows
� For the local decision rule at each meter, by invoking
the stochastic ordering theory [11], proposed new sequenced
matrix CUSUM can at most save 55% LLR computations in
[21] with comparable performance. Also, the misclassification
probabilities of proposed methods are significantly lower than
those from conventional online methods based on RMS or
STFT from simulations.
� For the fusion rule, the proposed minimum-Hamming-
distance (MD) second-alarm classification can ensure zero
false alarm probability from our simulations. Moreover,
naively applying codebooks from [16] in our framework may
result in unacceptable misclassification probability. This is
because on the contrary to the traditional hypothesis testing
considered in [16], in quickest classification the local decisions
are typically asynchronous. Then the equivalent error patterns
are time-varying. By using proposed time-varying codebook
formed by switching two codebooks from [16], misclassifica-
tion probabilities can be significantly reduced.
� As the first step to online quickest classifications with faulty
meters, we only focus on three voltage magnitude variations
in this paper, that is, interruption, voltage sag, and voltage
swell [19] [20]. Other voltage quality disturbances in [19] are
modeled as the (worst case) post-event noise. Our framework
can also be applied to other cyber-physical security/wireless
sensor network applications such as abnormal temperature
monitoring in Industry 4.0 [5].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system
model is introduced in Sec. II. The proposed local decision
rule, sequenced matrix CUSUM, is presented in Sec. III. Next,
we will show our fault-tolerant classification with codebook-
switching in Sec. IV. The simulation results are shown in Sec.
V, and finally Sec. VI concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in Figure 1, in the considered bandwidth-limited
CPS infrastructure for the smart grid, the AMI network, each
smart meter monitors the voltage magnitude state v[n] with
n being the discrete time index. Before the abnormal change
happens, the voltage magnitude state is normal and v[n] = 1.
If an abnormal change happens at time index τ , ∀n > τ ,
the value of voltage magnitude is fixed v[n] = va; and the
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Fig. 1. Online quickest classification for AMI with one-bit links and faulty
meters.

abnormal va is uniformly distributed 1 with support range from
[20] as

event interruption : va ∼ unif[0, 0.1) (1)
event voltage sag : va ∼ unif[0.1, 0.9] (2)
event voltage swell : va ∼ unif[1.1, 1.8]. (3)

Here we assume that once the abnormal change happens,
the magnitude variation compared with the normal state is
always larger than 0.1 [19] [20]. As in Figure 1, transmission
lines are used for power transfer in power systems. Typically,
instead of directly observing the voltage waveforms, the state
observation ri[n] of meter i, 1 ≤ i ≤ I is obtained from
monitoring the transmitted active power between power buses
[12] [13]. In general, transmission lines have high reactance
over resistance ratios, and thus one can approximate the active
power flow with classical DC power flow model [28] [12]
[13]. The corresponding signal model, shown in upcoming (5),
comes as follows. Let us focus on meter 1 in Figure 1, which
monitors the transmission line connecting the target bus and
normal bus 1, as an example. From [28], the monitored power
flow at time index n is

p1[n] = v[n]v1[n]x1sinθ1 + w[n], (4)

where v[n] is the voltage magnitude state of the target bus,
v1[n] is the voltage magnitude of bus 1, x1 is the series
reactance of the transmission line, θ1 is the difference angle
between the two buses, and w[n] is the measurement noise.
From [28], v1[n] = 1 ∀n since bus 1 is normal and x1sinθ1
can be known from the standard methods, and meter 1 can
obtain r1[n] as

r1[n] = p1[n]/x1sinθ1 = v[n] + w[n]/x1sinθ1.

1Uniform distribution is a reasonable choice since not only its PDF depends
only on its support range [a, b], but also it maximizes the entropy among all
distributions with same support ranges [27, Example 12.2.4] and thus has the
largest uncertainty.

Then in general, the model for state observations at meter i is

ri[n] = v[n] + wi[n], i = 1 . . . I, (5)

where wi[n] ∼ N(0, σ2
i ) is the Gaussian noise containing

the measurement and DC power flow approximation errors,
independent over time index n and meters [29]. Without loss
of generality, we assume σ2

i = σ2,∀i to simplify the notations
and define the signal-to-meter-noise-ratio (SMNR) as 1/σ2.

For the target state v[n], we define four hypotheses
Hm,m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} corresponding to the normal state and
three abnormal events in (1)-(3) respectively. For normal
hypothesis H0, from (5) and v[n] = 1, all meter observation
ri[n]s are identically and independently distributed (i.i.d) with
Gaussian distribution N(1, σ2),∀i, n. Similarly, other three
abnormal hypotheses Hm,m ∈ {1, 2, 3} can be respectively
described from (5) and (1)-(3), as detailed in upcoming (10)
in Sec. III. Note that besides the three abnormal voltage
quality events in (1)-(3), in some situations, our target bus may
simultaneously suffer from other voltage quality disturbances
in [19]. Additional post-event noise w̃i[n] ∼ N(0, σ̃2) from
[29] can be added in (5) for defining abnormal hypotheses
Hm,m ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Details can be found in Sec. III-C.

For the honest meter i, it uses the current and past obser-
vation ri[n]s to makes local decisions. The local decisions are
mapped to bits ci[n] and transmitted through a bandwidth-
limited link to the fusion center. The meter-to-fusion-center
link capacity is assumed to be one bit [9] [10] [13] [16] [17]
[18], and thus if a meter transmits one bit per channel use,
the transmitted bit can be perfectly received [27]. However,
this link capacity is insufficient to transmit the two-bit local
decision under one channel use. To save energy, honest meter
i will update the ith link only once. That is, the transmission
is one-shot such that each honest meter will transmit only at
the first time an abnormal hypothesis Hmi ,mi 6= 0 is locally
detected, and then stop the observation. If meter i is faulty, the
bits ei[n] transmitted do not follow the local decision rules.
The received bit at the fusion center from meter i is denoted
as yi[n]. As in Figure 1, yi[n] = ci[n] if meter i is honest
while yi[n] = ei[n] if meter i is faulty. We also define the
received 1× I vector at the fusion center as

y[n] = [y1[n], . . . , yI [n]]. (6)

Note that our fusion center does not know the information on
either the existence or locations of faulty meters.

From vector y[n], the fusion center performs fault-tolerant
classification to one of the four hypotheses. A final decision
mf 6= 0 will be made at time index nf . Following [21],
there are two error events in our system. The first one is
the misclassification, which happens when the fusion center
decides a type mf 6= mτ event classification at time nf > τ
while the correct hypothesis is Hmτ . The second one is the
false alarm, which happens when the fusion center decides
mf 6= 0 at time nf < τ . We impose constraints on the
maximum allowed probabilities of misclassification and false
alarm respectively as

P (mf 6= mτ , nf > τ) < c and P (nf < τ) < c. (7)
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Once (7) is met, we use the cost function from [6, Sec. 5.2]

P (mf 6= mτ , nf > τ) + c1P (nf < τ)

+c2E[(nf − τ)1{nf>τ,mf=mτ}], (8)

to measure the system performance where the last term is the
delay for correct classification; the indicator function 1{A} is
1 if event A occurs, and is 0 otherwise; c1 and c2 are the
weighting factors. Our goal is designing the local decision
rules and the mapping from local decisions to bits ci[n]s at
honest meters also the final classification at the fusion center,
to meet (7) and then make total cost (8) as low as possible.

III. PROPOSED LOCAL DECISION RULE : SEQUENCED
MATRIX CUSUM

In this section, we focus on the proposed local decision
rules for the honest meters. More specifically, based on the
observations ri[n]s, the meter i will make a local decision
mi, 0 ≤ mi ≤ 3 corresponding to one of the four hypotheses
(classes). Since meters work in a distributed fashion and
do not cooperate, we adopt the single-meter frameworks for
designing local decisions but tailored for multiple hypotheses.
By exploiting the statistical characteristic of abnormal events
from (1)-(3), we propose a new sequenced matrix CUSUM
algorithm instead of naively applying the algorithm in [21].
Compared with the original matrix CUSUM in [21], the
proposed algorithm can reduce each meter’s computational
complexity and memory usage while maintaining the local
decision performance.

We start by formally defining our four hypotheses corre-
sponding to the normal state and three abnormal ones as

H0 :ri[1], ri[2], . . . are i.i.d generated by R0

Hm :ri[1], ri[2], . . . , ri[τ − 1] are i.i.d generated byR0,

ri[τ ], . . . are i.i.d generated by Rm,m = 1 . . .M, (9)

with M = 3 and the probability density function (PDF)s pm
of random variables Rm being

p0(r) =
1√
2πσ2

exp
−(r − 1)2

2σ2
,

p1(r) = 5

{
erf
(

r√
2σ

)
− erf

(
r − 0.1√

2σ

)}
,

p2(r) =
5
8

{
erf
(
r − 0.1√

2σ

)
− erf

(
r − 0.9√

2σ

)}
,

p3(r) =
5
7

{
erf
(
r − 1.1√

2σ

)
− erf

(
r − 1.8√

2σ

)}
, (10)

respectively, where erf(.) is the error function [30]. 2 The PDFs
in (10) are calculated from (1)-(3) and (5), without taking the
post-event noise in consideration. The results based on (10)
will be presented first in Section III-B, while those with the
post-event noise are presented later at Section III-C.

2Following the common assumption in the quickest detection literature [6],
we assume an ever-lasting post-change event. Although in practice, some
abnormal event may last only for a certain duration. To take timely protection
before any damage is incurred, the expected detection delay is supposed to be
less than such a duration. Then the aforementioned assumption is reasonable.
However, one can also deal with multiple change points by extending [31] to
multiple hypotheses and this direction is left as a future work.
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Fig. 2. PDFs of four hypotheses (10) when SMNR 1/σ2 is 12dB.

A. Review of Matrix CUSUM in [21]

Here we briefly review the matrix CUSUM in [21], which is
asymptotically optimal and minimizes (8) in some cases, under
the single-meter scenario. When all meters are honest, with
one-bit capacity for the link between each meter and the fusion
center, using multiple decentralized meters with local matrix
CUSUM is beneficial for (8). It can lower (8) compared with
the single meter setting, and even achieve the performance of
optimal centralized CUSUM asymptotically under the binary
hypothesis scenario [10]. In [21], an M ×M CUSUM matrix
for M + 1 hypotheses is defined as

Q1,0
i,n Q1,2

i,n · · · Q1,M
i,n

Q2,1
i,n Q2,0

i,n · · · Q2,M
i,n

...
...

. . .
...

QM,1
i,n QM,2

i,n · · · QM,0
i,n

 , (11)

where the test statistic Qm,`i,n for meter i at time index n is
recursively calculated as

Qm,`i,n = {Qm,`i,n−1 + gm,`(ri[n])}+ (12)

with the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of event m and `

gm,`(ri[n]) , log
pm(ri[n])

pl(ri[n])
, (13)

1 ≤ m ≤ M, 0 ≤ ` ≤ M,m 6= `. For the matrix in (11),
elements in the mth row represent the test statistics to decide
whether hypothesis Hm happens. The decision rule comes as
follows. Define the M × 1 reporting vector as

[Q1
i,n Q2

i,n · · · QMi,n]
T . (14)

where

Qmi,n , min
0≤`≤M, 6̀=m

Qm,`i,n (15)

The meter i then stops at the first time index when an element
of reporting vector in (14) exceeds threshold hi, and the
corresponding hypothesis index is the local decision mi.
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Algorithm 1 Sequenced matrix CUSUM algorithm at meter i
for (5)

1: Initial Qm,`i,0 ← 0, n← 0, and local threshold hi as [21]
2: repeat
3: time index n← n+ 1
4: For the ith meter, using (12) to update elements Qm,`i,n

in the reduced CUSUM matrix ∞ Q1,2
i,n ∞

Q2,1
i,n Q2,0

i,n ∞
∞ ∞ Q3,0

i,n

 , (16)

5: Update element Q2,1
i,n in (16) as min{Q2,1

i,n, Q
2,0
i,n}

6: Compute reporting vector (14) from the matrix (16)
7: until {max1≤m≤M Qmi,n} > hi in the reporting vector
8: Report ith local decision mi = argmax1≤m≤M Qmi,n

B. Proposed Sequenced Matrix CUSUM for Scenarios without
Post-event Noise

For aforementioned M+1 hypotheses matrix CUSUM [21],
both the computation complexities and memory requirements
are polynomial M2 times larger than the binary CUSUM [6].
To reduce the computation burden at the meter, we propose
to simplify the matrix in (11) by exploiting the statistical
order of abnormal events (1)-(3). More specifically, we argue
that not all elements of the matrix (11) are needed to be
calculated since the PDFs of the four possible hypotheses in
(10) are stochastically ordered as in Fig. 2. This stochastic
order comes from the order of the ranges of state v[n] for
different hypotheses Hm from (1)-(3). Proposed sequenced
matrix CUSUM algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note
that the reporting vector (14) of the original matrix (11) is
approximated by that of matrix (16) in Algorithm 1. The
memories and computations of five test statistics, out of total
nine ones in original (11), can be saved (55% are saved).

To see why (16) is a good approximation of (11), we first
introduce the following stochastic orders of random variables
(see [11] and references therein)

Definition 1 (Likelihood Ratio Order). Let RX and RY be
random variables, then RX is said to be smaller than RY in
likelihood ratio (LR) order, RX ≤lr RY , if the PDFs pX and
pY of RX and RY respectively meet

px(x)py(y) ≥ px(y)py(x),∀x ≤ y. (17)

If strict inequality in (17) holds, then we say RX is strictly
smaller than RY in LR order,

RX <lr RY .

Based on Definition 1, we have the following results.

Theorem 1. For the scenario without post-event noise (5),
from the PDFs of the normal state and three abnormal events
(10), we have the following strictly LR ordering

R1 <lr R2 <lr R0 <lr R3.

Proof. The proof is relegated to Appendix A

Based on Theorem 1, we have the following properties for
the LLRs in (13) as Corollary 1 and 2, with detailed proofs
shown in Appendix B and C respectively.

Corollary 1. For the scenario without post-event noise (5), if
the LLR of abnormal hypotheses 1 and 2 for the ith meter is
positive, that is, g1,2(ri[n]) > 0, then

g1,2(ri[n])=min
{
g1,0(ri[n]), g

1,2(ri[n]), g
1,3(ri[n])

}
. (18)

Corollary 2. For the scenario without post-event noise (5), if
the LLR of abnormal hypotheses 3 and 0 is positive, that is,
g3,0(ri[n]) > 0, then

g3,0(ri[n])=min
{
g3,0(ri[n]), g

3,1(ri[n]), g
3,2(ri[n])

}
; (19)

also if g2,0(ri[n]) > 0, then

g2,0(ri[n]) < g2,3(ri[n]). (20)

Based on Corollary 1, we observe that when the actual
hypothesis is H1 in (9), with high probability the test statistic
will meet

Q1,2
i,n = min

{
Q1,0
i,n, Q

1,2
i,n, Q

1,3
i,n

}
(21)

and then
Q1
i,n = Q1,2

i,n

from (15). It results in the first row of reduced CUSUM matrix
(16) of which the three elements also have minimum Q1,2

i,n. The
reason for (21) is that under hypothesis H1, typically the LLR
g1,2(ri[n]) > 0. And for LLRs g1,0(ri[n]) and g1,3(ri[n]),
not only are they both larger than g1,2(ri[n]) as predicted in
Corollary 1, the differences between them and g1,2(ri[n]) are
both large typically. As for the cases where g1,2(ri[n]) < 0,
g1,2(ri[n]) is still typically the smallest as (18). For the few
cases where g1,2(ri[n]) < 0 and g1,2(ri[n]) is not the smallest,
the differences of g1,2(ri[n]) and the other two LLRs are not
large enough to violate (21). An example from the first meter is
shown in Fig. 3, where abnormal event 1 happens at τ = 10.
From the simulations for Fig. 3, until time index 1000, we
have 0.802 probability that g1,2(r1[n]) is positive and 0.98
probability that g1,2(r1[n]) is the smallest as (18). Similarly,
from Corollary 2, we observe that with high probability

Q3
i,n = Q3,0

i,n

and
Q2
i,n = min{Q2,0

i,n, Q
2,1
i,n},

which result in the third and second rows of (16) respectively.
Note that from [21], matrix CUSUM can have asymptot-

ically optimal mean time before misclassification if τ = 1
in (9), that is, an abnormal change happens at the very
beginning of the meter observations. However, in practice
τ > 1, and the CUSUM test statistics (12) before τ (which
is neglected in the analysis of [21]) may seriously affect the
misclassification performance. Specifically, the probability to
misclassify voltage state under hypothesis H1 to the wrong H2

can be high. To solve this problem, we add Step 5 in Algorithm
1. In our scenario, when time index n ≤ τ , though the meter
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observations stay in the normal state H0, with high probability
Q2,1
i,n can be large. This results from that LLR g2,1(ri[n]) in

(13) tends to be large at normal state, since R1 <lr R2 <lr R0

proved in Theorem 1. As an example, if ri[τ − 1] = 1 and
SMNR 1/σ2=12dB, g2,1(ri[τ−1]) is 5.7628 (from (10), (13),
and Fig. 2) and far from zero, which may result in large
Q2,1
i,τ . Even worse, when the abnormal state under H1 happens,

g2,0(ri[τ ]) (and thus Q2,0
i,τ ) can also be significantly larger

than g1,2(ri[τ ]) (and thus Q1,2
i,τ ). For example, if ri[τ ] = 0.1,

g2,0(ri[τ ]) = 5.4848 > g1,2(ri[τ ]) = 0.9079. In this case, the
meter may alarm wrong local decision H2 instead of correct
H1 from the first and second rows of (16). To solve this
problem, one can try to keep Q2,1

i,n small at normal state H0

using Step 5 in Algorithm 1, since Q2,0
i,n is typical small at H0.

C. Proposed Sequenced Matrix CUSUM for Scenarios with
Post-event Noise

Before leaving this section, we discuss how to deal with
the post-event noise. Now the observations of meter i after
abnormal changes are

ri[n] = v[n] + wi[n] + w̃i[n], i = 1 . . . I, (22)

where w̃i[n] ∼ N(0, σ̃2) is the post-event noise. The variance
σ̃2 can be obtained from the cumulant method [29] where
the second cumulant is the variance. Thus after the abnormal
event, not only the voltage magnitude changes but also the
variance of the equivalent noise increases. Under this setting,
the PDF po(r) in (10) is the same while the σ for other three
PDFs should be replaced by

√
σ2 + σ̃2. The following LR

orders (for the three abnormal events) in Theorem 1 is still
valid

R1 <lr R2 <lr R3.

However, additional constraints must be added for the ordering
of R2, R0 and R3 as

Proposition 1. For the scenario with post-event noise (22),
p2(r)/p0(r) is strictly decreasing if r ≤ 1, and p3(r)/p0(r)
is strictly increasing if r ≥ 1.

The proof is relegated to Appendix D. We also have the
following properties for LLRs, with proof given in Appendix
E, as

Corollary 3. For the scenario with post-event noise (22), when
σ2 ≤ 1/4, if the LLR of hypotheses 1 and 2 for the ith meter
is positive, that is, g1,2(ri[n]) > 0, then

g1,2(ri[n])=min
{
g1,0(ri[n]), g

1,2(ri[n]), g
1,3(ri[n])

}
; (23)

also if the LLR of hypotheses 3 and 2 is positive, that is,
g3,2(ri[n]) > 0, then

g3,1(ri[n]) < g3,2(ri[n]). (24)

Note that σ2 ≤ 1/4 corresponds to SMNR is larger than 6
dB, which is a mild condition. Following the aforementioned
observations, with post-event noise, the CUSUM matrix (11)
can still be approximated as ∞ Q1,2

i,n ∞
Q2,1
i,n Q2,0

i,n Q2,3
i,n

∞ Q3,2
i,n Q3,0

i,n

 , (25)

where 33% of calculation is saved.

Remark 1. Note that even with support ranges of uniform
distributions different from those in (1)-(3), as long as they do
not overlap, our Theorem 1 is still valid and the corollaries
can be modified accordingly. Thus if one wishes to extend the
binary-hypothesis quickest detection based on the Gaussian
post-event distribution [7] to multi-hypothesis one, our meth-
ods also apply. Moreover, from [32, Lemma 1], we proved
that even when the abnormal voltage magnitude states are not
uniformly distributed, for each hypothesis in (11) we only need
to focus on one competing hypothesis asymptotically. Thus our
reduced CUSUM matrix method still works with large enough
CUSUM threshold h.

Remark 2. In [9], an autoregressive (AR) model was proposed
for modeling the post-event meter observations, and the cor-
responding binary quickest detection was developed. If the hy-
pothesis is binary, our meter observation with post-event noise
(22) is equal to that of [9] by setting the order of AR model
to be zero. However, the generalized local likelihood ratio test
proposed by [9] is based on the assumption that parameters
of the AR model only undergo small changes after the voltage
quality event. In other words, the abnormal distribution cannot
be too far from the normal Gaussian distribution N(1, σ2).
This assumption is a disadvantage for extending the results of
[9] to multi-hypothesis setting since the underline distributions
of some hypotheses can be far from the normal Gaussian
distribution. An even more challenging formulation is that we
only know the support ranges of abnormal voltage magnitudes
in (1)-(3) but completely unaware of their distributions. With
only binary hypothesis, one may modify the result of a recent
work [33] by proving that the all distributions obtained from
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a known support range are distinguishable to the normal
Gaussian distribution N(1, σ2) in the sense of [33, Definition
2]. However, for multi-hypothesis setting, we need to know
how to properly divide the “distinguishable” set of [33] into
multiple subsets. These directions are left as future works.

IV. CODEBOOK-SWITCHING BASED FAULT-TOLERANT
CLASSIFICATION

Before presenting the proposed coded classification, we
first introduce rigorous descriptions on the mappings of local
decisions at meters and the fault-tolerant classification at the
fusion center in Figure 1. After obtaining local decision mi at
time index n, as described in Sec. II, honest meter i will map
mi to bits ci[n] through mapping fi(.) and transmit them to
the fusion center. Besides the correct bits ci[n] transmitted by
honest meters, the received vector at the fusion center y[n] in
(6) will also suffer from error bit ei[n]s sent by faulty meters as
shown in Figure 1. The fusion center will decide final stopping
time via classification rule fc(.) as

nf = inf
n≥1
{n : m̂τ 6= 0, m̂τ = fc(y[1], . . .y[n])}, (26)

where the codomain of function fc(.) is {0, 1, 2, 3}; and finally
the class of abnormal event declared is

mf = fc(y[1], . . .y[nf ]).

Now we want to design mappings at meters fi(.), i = 1 . . . I
as well as the classification rule fc(.) at fusion center to
satisfy (7) and make total cost (8) as low as possible. Note
that the attack from faulty meters may particularly harm
either the probability of misclassification or false alarm. Thus
with faulty meters, we argue that after satisfying the two
separated constraints for maximum allowed probabilities of
misclassification and false alarm in (7), considering the total
cost (8) is more reasonable.

Even for the binary quickest detection problem, there are
very few works discussing the design with limited meter-to-
fusion-center capacity. As a benchmark, here we introduce a
simple scheme which extends the binary hypothesis “second
alarm” strategy in [17] to multiple hypotheses setting. In this
extension, if a local decision mi is made at time index ni,
honest meter i uses the natural mapping such that (ci[2ni −
1], ci[2ni]) is the binary representation of mi. For example,
if mi = 1 then (ci[2ni − 1], ci[2ni]) = (0, 1). The fusion
center will only decide at even time indexes, and raise nf in
(26) once there are at least two local decisions corresponding
to same hypothesis indexes m 6= 0. We name the scheme
discussed above as the uncoded second-alarm classification.
Note that this naive uncoded second-alarm classification can
only tolerate one faulty meter in the AMI, since it will make a
decision once the fusion center has already received two same
local decisions. If they are more than two faulty meters, they
may send the same local decisions corresponding to hypothesis
H1, and then the false alarm will always happen since the true
hypothesis is H0.

The aforementioned uncoded second-alarm classification
uses same mappings for all meters. Intuitively the perfor-
mance can be improved by making different meters use

different mappings. This concept is akin to the encoding
in an error-correcting code, which motivates us to combine
the minimum Hamming distance (MD) decoder [34] with
second alarm strategy as classification rule fc(.) in (26).
Note that due to the one-bit capacity between each meter
and the fusion center, the alphabets of attack ei[n]s are
only 0 and 1. From [34, Section 3.4], with MD decod-
ing, the linear block code with minimum Hamming distance
dmin can combat any attack pattern with dmin/2 or fewer
bits. In the literature, tailored for traditional hypothesis test-
ing problems, such concepts were already applied to de-
sign the schemes Distributed-multiclass-Classification-Fusion-
approach-using-Error-Correcting-Code (DCFECC) [16] for
sensor networks. We start from a naive scheme combining the
DCFECC encoder with MD second-alarm classification. Let
us form a classification codebook C, which is an (M +1)× I
binary matrix where the (m+1)th row is formed by collecting
bits from I meters

[f1(m), f2(m), . . . fI(m)], (27)

where m ∈ {0, . . . ,M}. An example with I = 10 meters is

C =


1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

 , (28)

and the (m+1)th row of C is a codeword cm+1 representing
hypothesis Hm. From (27) and (28), different to the uncoded
second-alarm classification, now different meters use different
mappings to map local decisions to bits ci[n]. For example,
for the first meter f1(2) = 0 while for the third meter
f3(2) = 1. Under one-shot transmissions, the received vector
y[n]s are updated as follows. We assume that all meters are
in the normal state initially, and the fusion center uses the
codeword corresponding to H0 as the initial received binary
vector y[1]. Only when a meter transmits a local decision
then the fusion center needs to change the corresponding bit
in the received vector. If a meter is silent, the fusion center
will keep the corresponding bit unchanged. The MD second-
alarm classification rule comes as follows. For each received
vector y[n], the fusion center will compare it with all M + 1
codewords cm in codebook C, and record the codeword with
the minimum Hamming distance. The first non-zero codeword
index which has been recorded twice will be the final decision.
Note that our MD rule is different to the common consensus
rule [10] designed for a network without faulty meters, which
stops only after receiving all I local decisions

Unfortunately, the aforementioned coded classification
which directly uses the DCFECC codebook from [16], may
result in high misclassification probability. This is because
honest meters will not report abnormal local decisions mi 6= 0
at the same time. Thus right after the abnormal change
happens, some meters may stay in incorrect normal local
decisions while the others report abnormal ones (some of them
may also be incorrect). The asynchronous local decisions will
equivalently result in additional errors in received vector y[n],
besides original ei[n]s from faulty meters. This phenomenon
makes our system suffer from unequal errors across time where
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errors are time-varying. Our time-varying errors are in sharp
contrast to the static errors in [16]. These new time-varying
errors impact more on the classification when the observation
noise variance σ2 in (5) is larger or additional post-event noise
exists as (22).

To combat the aforementioned time-varying errors, we argue
that one could use time-varying mappings fi,n(.) (and thus
codebooks) at the meters. This observation results in the
proposed codebook-switching second-alarm classification. We
switch two DCFECC codebooks for the even time indexes 2ñ
and odd time indexes 2ñ + 1 respectively, denoted as C̃[2ñ]
and C[2ñ+ 1]. With I = 10 meters, one can use

C̃[2ñ] =


1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

 , (29)

and C[2ñ + 1] as C in (28). The fusion center will declare
nf in (26) once there are at least one MD row index from
the odd-time-index codebook and one MD row index from
the even-time-index codebook are the same. If the values of
these two MD row indexes are not both “1”, the corresponding
hypothesis index mf (row index minus one) is the final
decision.

Here we show an example to illustrate how codebook
switching can combat time-varying errors in quickest classifi-
cation. We start from the scheme naively using static DCFECC
codebook (28) in the MD second-alarm classification. Assume
abnormal event H1 happens at time index τ = 3, while meters
1 and 3 are both faulty and always stuck in transmitting bits
0. At the time index n = 4, meter 8 has correct local decision
m8 = 1, while the other meters stay at the normal state. From
(28), the received binary vectors at the fusion center when
n = 4, 5 are both

y[4] = y[5] = [0101111000]. (30)

The Hamming distances between y[4] and y[5] to the (m+1)th
codeword cm+1 in (28), m = 0, .., 3 are both (3,3,5,2). The
fusion center will have a misclassification mf = 3 6= 1 at
n = 5. Now if we use the codebook switching C̃[2ñ] in (29)
and C[2ñ+1] in (28). Based on the same scenario, now from
(29)

y[4] = [0000100111],

while y[5] is same as (30). The distances between codewords
to y[4] are (2, 6, 5, 6) and c1 is MD to y[4]. Then the fusion
center will not make a decision at n = 5 but wait for more
correct local decisions. It can be easily checked that if meters
6 and 7 both have correct m6 = m7 = 1 at time index n = 7
while meter 2 and 9 have correct m2 = m9 = 1 at n = 8, the
received vectors are

y[6] = [0000100111],y[7] = [0101111000],

y[8] = [0100111101],y[9] = [0001111010],

from (28) and (29); while the corresponding hamming dis-
tances to the codewords and the MD row indexes respectively
are

n = 6 : (2, 6, 5, 6), c1;n = 7 : (3, 3, 5, 2), c4

n = 8 : (6, 2, 5, 4), c2;n = 9 : (5, 1, 5, 4), c2.

Finally, the fusion center makes the correct classification
mf = 2− 1 = 1 at time index n = 9.

Note that to reach (5), we assume that all the neighbor
reference buses connected to the target one are normal. If there
are high correlations between abnormal changes occurring at
some neighbor buses, our multi-meter framework can still be
applied as follows. We choose the bus with many branches
as the target bus while the low-correlation neighbor buses as
the corresponding reference buses. Then the decision result
from monitoring the target bus helps to predict whether an ab-
normal change simultaneously happens at the high-correlation
neighbor bus. However, since network-wide detection is more
difficult when there are more faulty meters, one should try to
exclude high-correlation neighbor buses in the reference-bus
set. The reason comes as follows. Recall that in our system,
besides the target bus, each neighbor reference bus may be
monitored by only one meter. Thus it is hard for the fusion
center to distinguish whether a reference bus also suffers from
an abnormal change or the corresponding meter is faulty. On
the contrary, the change at the target bus is monitored by
multiple meters while some of them will be honest and connect
to normal reference buses. Though the scheme in [35] may
find which reference bus suffers from the abnormal change
(or the corresponding meter is faulty) by treating it as an
outlier, the abnormal change cannot simultaneously happen
at the target bus from [35]. Also in the DC power flow model
[28], the voltage magnitudes of all buses are assumed to
be always normal. Thus it is reasonable that the reference
buses are normal. Even there are few situations where some
reference buses may also simultaneously suffer from abnormal
changes, the number of them should be small. Then one can
model them as faulty meters and our fault-tolerant multi-
meter framework still works. Finally, if only one meter can
be used for monitoring and it can be guaranteed to be always
honest, we can use it to simultaneously monitor both the
target and high-correlation neighbor bus by modifying the LLR
computations in (16). As discussed in Remark 1, even though
the abnormal reference bus makes the voltage magnitude non-
uniform, our idea works when the local h is large enough.

Remark 3. In the wide-area monitoring for smart grids, there
are several local control centers and a global control center
[9] [13]. A local control center collects and processes the
measurements of several geographically close smart meters
without communication constraints and also communicates
with the global control center with limited bandwidth. Since
a local control center has multiple meter measurements from
a transmission line, it can first average them to get a new
measurement to increase the signal-to-meter-noise ratio in
(5) and then apply the proposed local decision rule. Thus
our framework applies by treating a local control center as
a “super” meter and using our fusion rule at the global
control center. With multiple local decisions received, the
global control center can combat faulty or compromised local
control centers/meters.
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Fig. 4. Bus 49 of IEEE 118 bus power system.
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of the local decision rule in Algorithm 1 and other
methods, under scenarios without post-event noise (5). The costs are calculated
without constraints on maximum misclassification probabilities in (7).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In our simulations, we consider an IEEE 118-bus power
system [12] [13] (case ‘118’ of [36]) and assume Bus 49
suffers from abnormal voltage magnitude variation, as depicted
in Figure 4. From Figure 4, we can use I = 10 smart meters
to monitor the target Bus 49 3. Two of them, with indexes
i = 2, 3, are assumed to be faulty. For our target bus, one of the
voltage magnitude variations in (1)-(3) happens at unknown
time index τ , which is generated using uniform distribution
in [1, 15]. As for our total cost in (8), typically the delay for
correct classification has tens of unit time, thus c1 = 1 and
c2 = 2× 10−2 are chosen. The total cost (8) is adopted only
if two constraints in (7) are both met, with c is set to be 0.1.
If not, the cost is set to be infinity. The local thresholds in
Algorithm 1 are set as [21] such that exp(hi) = 104 � 15,∀i.
For simulations with post-event noise (22), similar to the
definition of SMNR, we define the signal-to-post-event-noise-

3In proposed coded fusion, the maximum number of meters allowed
for monitoring a target bus is determined by the number of its branches
(transmission lines connected). In the large-scale Polish 2736-bus system (case
‘2736’ of [36]), there are many buses having 10 branches such as buses 1114,
2252, e.t.c. Thus our simulation results can also be applied to these buses.

TABLE I
COMPARISONS OF LOCAL DECISION METHODS USING PERFORMANCE

MEASURES SEPARATED FROM TOTAL COST (8)

(a) Without Post-event Noise
Local Decision Missclassification False alarm Delay

Methods Probability Probability
Sequenced matrix CUSUM 0.0656 0.00005 35.28

with Step 5 in Alg.1
Matrix CUSUM 0.2874 0.0001 30.30

Sequenced matrix CUSUM 0.2896 0.00005 30.93
without Step 5

RMS 0.3311 0 31.95
STFT 0.3854 0.0053 56.39

(b) With Post-event Noise
Local Decision Missclassification False alarm Delay

Methods Probability Probability
Sequenced matrix CUSUM 0.06635 0 43.68

with Step 5 in Alg.1
Matrix CUSUM 0.23435 0.00005 31.47

Sequenced matrix CUSUM 0.24285 0.00005 31.43
without Step 5

RMS 0.3392 0 30.96
STFT 0.4356 0.0324 43.34

ratio (SPNR) as 1/σ̃2. The SPNR is set to 10dB throughout
the simulations. Finally, each curve in the upcoming figures is
calculated based on 20000 realizations.

In Figure 5, we compare the costs of the proposed local
decision rule, sequenced matrix CUSUM in Algorithm 1, with
other methods under observation model (5). From Figure 5,
the costs using the reduced CUSUM matrix (16) are almost
the same as those using original matrix (11) in [21], but 55%
of LLR computations are saved. If post-event noise further
exists (22), the costs using matrix (25) are also the same as
those using original (16). The curves with post-event noise are
omitted due to similarity to those in Figure 5. However, the
three performance measures in total cost (8), under models
without and with post-event noise, are separated in Table
I (a) and (b) respectively. The SMNR is set to be 12 dB.
The false alarm probability of the matrix CUSUM in [21]
can be approximated by exp(−h) = 10−4 < 0.1, and the
constraint on false alarm probability in (7) can be satisfied,
as as verified in Table I. For the constraint on the maximum
misclassification probability in (7), first note that in Figure
5, the cost function (8) is adopted without considering it and
the misclassification probability can exceed 0.1. Unfortunately,
without Step 5 of Algorithm 1, the original matrix CUSUMs
in [21] can not meet such constraints for all SMNRs. This
fact can be observed from Table I. By using Step 5, proposed
sequenced matrix CUSUM in Algorithm 1 can always meet
the constraint on maximum misclassification probability in (7)
with significantly reduced complexity compared with [21].
The conventional RMS and STFT based methods [19] [22]
[24] are also compared in Table I, and the misclassification
probabilities of these methods are also larger than 0.1. For
the RMS method, at each time index, one uses the past Lt
observations and calculate the RMS value√√√√ 1

Lt

j∑
n=j−Lt+1

r21[n]; (31)
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Fig. 6. Comparisons of proposed coded quickest classifications with [17]
under static attack.
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Fig. 7. Comparisons of proposed coded quickest classifications with [17]
under random attack.

the RMS values are compared with thresholds for classifica-
tion. If (31) involves an observation with index n < 0, such
an observation is assumed to be in the normal state. For the
STFT-based methods, we adopt features similar to [22], that is,
after Lf -point STFT, at each frequency index, one calculates
the corresponding RMS sequences as (31). Note that when
the observations are noiseless and always in the normal state,
at zero frequency index (DC component), this STFT-based
feature will be Lf times larger than the one without STFT
in (31). Thus the thresholds are set to be Lf times larger than
those for RMS methods (31). In Table I, Lt = Lf = 64.

To compare the fault-tolerant performance, we consider two
kinds of attack patterns for faulty meters, the static and random
ones in Fig. 6 and 7 respectively. In Fig. 6, faulty meters
always transmit legitimate bits representing H1 while in Fig.
7, they both randomly transmit bits 0 or 1. For coded DCFECC

schemes with or without codebook-switching, according to the
codebook (28), two faulty meters always transmit bits 0 under
static attack. The curves without and with post-event noise are
labelled with “(w/o)” and “(w)” respectively. From Fig. 6 and
7, the DCFECC schemes with codebook-switching have lowest
costs. Without codebook-switching (naive DCFECC), only in
the high SMNR regimes of scenarios without post-event noise
(22), the costs are similar to those using codebook-switching.
For both schemes, the false alarm probabilities are always
zero due to the MD second-alarm classification. However,
misclassification probabilities of naive DCFECC schemes are
higher than 0.1 and violate (7) when the SMNRs are not
high enough, or the post-event noise exists. For the uncoded
second-alarm schemes modified from [17], no matter the
local decisions adopted original matrix CUSUM or sequenced
matrix CUSUM, the false alarm probabilities are always larger
than 0.1. The 3×3 confusion matrices [26] between the three
actual classes (abnormal hypotheses) and three declared ones
are shown in Table II, where the SMNR is 12 dB and the AMI
suffers from a random attack. From Table II (a) and (b), the
correct classification probabilities of proposed DCFECC with
codebook switching are almost highest for all three classes.
The only exception is H3 to H3 in Table II (a), while the
difference is within 1.5% and very small.

Note that stealth cyber attacks for smart grids were proposed
in [14] [15]. The settings of [14] [15] are fundamentally differ-
ent to ours. First, the attacker in [14] [15] aims to confuse the
one-shot voltage state estimation; while our attacker aims to
mislead the sequential quickest classification (multi-hypothesis
quickest change detection) for the voltage magnitude change.
Second, the link bandwidth (capacity) between each meter to
the center is infinite in [14] [15] while only one-bit in our
setting, and thus the values of attacks in [14] [15] are real
numbers while those of ours are only binary 0 and 1. Thus
the undetectable stealth attacks of ours will be quite different
from those in [14] [15]. In [14] [15], the attacker designs the
bad data which obey the physical laws (Kirchhoff’s current
and voltage laws) of the power system to avoid detection;
while in our setting, the attacker can send bits which obey the
transmission laws of honest sensors. Indeed, our static attack
considered in Fig. 6 follows this spirit, since faulty meters are
transmitting legitimate bits corresponding to the hypothesis
H1. From the simulation, our coded fusion can combat this
static attack and have zero false alarm probability, where the
true event is the normal hypothesis H0 and transmitting bits
of H1 is misleading. Inheriting from the property of error-
correcting code, our fault-tolerant coded fusion needs to know
neither the existences nor locations of the faulty meters. Thus
whether the attack is stealth or not is not the main issue of our
design. As a final remark, for curves modified from [17] in Fig.
6 and 7, as well as curves in Fig. 5, first-in-first-out (FIFO)
buffers are assumed to buffer the two-bit local decisions at
meters. Such buffers are not necessary for proposed coded
quickest classifications, no matter the codebook-switchings are
applied or not.
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TABLE II
CONFUSION MATRICES OF VARIOUS FAULT-TOLERANT CLASSIFIERS

(a) Without Post-event Noise
````````Declared

Actual Interruption H1 Voltage Sag H2 Voltage Swell H3

H1

2nd alarm with Seq.:68.805% 2nd alarm with Seq.:14.925% 2nd alarm with Seq.:2.12%
Naive DCFECC:98.785% Naive DCFECC:21.6% Naive DCFECC:1.42%
DCFECC with codebook switching:100% DCFECC with codebook switching:19.59% DCFECC with codebook switching:0.175%

H2

2nd alarm with Seq.:2.29% 2nd alarm with Seq.:53.115% 2nd alarm with Seq.:2.21 %
Naive DCFECC:0% Naive DCFECC:45.39% Naive DCFECC:0.655 %
DCFECC with codebook switching:0% DCFECC with codebook switching:65.61% DCFECC with codebook switching:0.51%

H3

2nd alarm with Seq.:2.05% 2nd alarm with Seq.:2.24% 2nd alarm with Seq.:66.045 %
Naive DCFECC:1.215% Naive DCFECC:18.795% Naive DCFECC:86.465 %
DCFECC with codebook switching:0% DCFECC with codebook switching :0.18% DCFECC with codebook switching:85.045%

(b) With Post-event Noise
````````Declared

Actual Interruption H1 Voltage Sag H2 Voltage Swell H3

H1

2nd alarm with Seq.:69.32% 2nd alarm with Seq.:15.96% 2nd alarm with Seq.:2.16%
Naive DCFECC:100% Naive DCFECC:33.89% Naive DCFECC:4.945%
DCFECC with codebook switching:100% DCFECC with codebook switching:19.8% DCFECC with codebook switching:0%

H2

2nd alarm with Seq.:2.395% 2nd alarm with Seq.:54.385% 2nd alarm with Seq.:2.145%
Naive DCFECC:0% Naive DCFECC:52.02% Naive DCFECC:0.005%
DCFECC with codebook switching:0% DCFECC with codebook switching:74.385% DCFECC with codebook switching:0%

H3

2nd alarm with Seq.:2.175% 2nd alarm with Seq.:2.715% 2nd alarm with Seq.:68.985%
Naive DCFECC:0% Naive DCFECC:12.785% Naive DCFECC:95.035%
DCFECC with codebook switching:0% DCFECC with codebook switching:0.28% DCFECC with codebook switching:99.895%

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed coded quickest classification
frameworks for CPS to classify multiple abnormal events with
short delays. Bandwidth-limited multimeter AMI network with
1 bit per channel use meter-to-fusion-center link capacity was
adopted as an example. The fusion center would collect multi-
ple local decisions sent by meters to make final decisions. New
local decision rule from stochastic ordering theory, named
the sequenced matrix CUSUM, was proposed; and it could
save at most 55% LLR computations compared with existing
matrix CUSUM algorithm and have comparable performance.
Also new fault-tolerant classifications based MD rules were
developed, which could significantly lower the false alarm
probabilities compared with existing uncoded second-alarm
strategies. The misclassification probabilities could be further
reduced by modifying the original DCFECC with proposed
codebook-switching techniques. The simulation results veri-
fied our claims.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 1

We first prove the strictly LR order R1 <lr R2. To do this,
we borrow the following definition from [37]

Definition 2 (Totally positive of order 2). A real function
f(x, y) is said to be totally positive of order 2 (abbreviated
TP2) if ∀x1 < x2, y1 < y2, we have∣∣∣∣ f(x1, y1) f(x1, y2)

f(x2, y1) f(x2, y2)

∣∣∣∣ ≥ 0, (32)

if strict inequality holds, then we say function f(x, y) is strictly
totally positive of order 2 (STP2).

Based on Definition 2, we can prove the following LR order

U1 ≤lr U2 (33)

for two independent uniformly distributed random variables
U1 ∼ unif(a1, b1) and U2 ∼ unif(a2, b2), where a1 < b1 ≤
a2 < b2. To do this, let the PDFs of U1 and U2 be pU1

(w1) and
pU2

(w2) respectively, it is easy to check that when w1 < w2,
the determinant ∣∣∣∣ pU1

(w1) pU1
(w2)

pU2(w1) pU2(w2)

∣∣∣∣ (34)

is strictly positive if a1 ≤ w1 ≤ b1 and a2 ≤ w2 ≤ b2,
and zero otherwise. Then from (32), by treating pU`(w) as a
function of w and ` ∈ {1, 2}, pU`(w) is TP2. From (17), this
fact also implies (33).

Now let W ∼ N(0, σ2) and independent of U1 and U2,
with the aid of (33), we further show the strictly LR order

U1 +W <lr U2 +W (35)

and then R1 <lr R2 by definition. To do this, we first borrow
the following results from [37]

Lemma 1. Let f, fK , fL be functions of two variables satis-
fying

f(`, r) =

∫
w

fK(`, w)fL(w, r)dw,

then the determinant∣∣∣∣∣ f(`1, r1) f(`1, r2)
f(`2, r1) f(`2, r2)

∣∣∣∣∣
equals to∫ ∫

w1<w2

f ′(`1, `2, r1, r2, w1, w2)dw1dw2

with f ′(`1, `2, w1, w2, r1, r2) being∣∣∣∣∣ fK(`1, w1) fK(`1, w2)
fK(`2, w1) fK(`2, w2)

∣∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣∣ fL(w1, r1) fL(w1, r2)
fL(w2, r1) fL(w2, r2)

∣∣∣∣∣.
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Now let the PDFs of U` +W, ` ∈ {1, 2} in (35) be

p(`, r) ,
∫
w

pU`(w)pW (r − w)dw, (36)

where pW (w) is the PDF of W . If p(`, r) is STP2, then (35)
is valid. To do this, from Definition 2, we need to show that
when r1 < r2 ∣∣∣∣∣ p(1, r1) p(1, r2)

p(2, r1) p(2, r2)

∣∣∣∣∣ > 0 (37)

From Lemma 1, the left-hand-side (LHS) of (37) equals to∫ ∫
w1<w2

p′(w1, w2, r1, r2)dw1dw2 (38)

with p′(w1, w2, r1, r2) being∣∣∣∣∣ pU1(w1) pU1(w2)
pU2(w1) pU2(w2)

∣∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣∣ pW (r1 − w1) pW (r2 − w1)
pW (r1 − w2) pW (r2 − w2)

∣∣∣∣∣
(39)

Recall that when w1 < w2, determinant (34) is strictly positive
if a1 ≤ w1 ≤ b1, a2 ≤ w2 ≤ b2 and zero otherwise. If the
second determinant in (39) is strictly positive when r1 < r2
and w1 < w2, then (37) is valid. This fact is proved in the
next paragraph.

Now we show that if r1 < r2 and w1 < w2, the second
determinant in (39) is strictly positive, or

pW (r2 − w2)pW (r1 − w1)− pW (r1 − w2)pW (r2 − w1) > 0.
(40)

First, the PDF pW (w) of Gaussian random variable W is
strictly log-concave [38]. It can be easily shown from the
strictly log-concavity of pW that pW (r − w), as a function
of r and w, is STP2. Then (40) is valid. To see this, let
θ = (r2 − r1)/(r2 − r1 + w2 − w1), then θ ∈ (0, 1) and

r1 − w1 = (r2 − w1) + θ ((r1 − w2)− (r2 − w1)) ,

r2 − w2 = (r1 − w2) + θ ((r2 − w1)− (r1 − w2)) .

Now the strictly log-concavity of pW implies that

log pW (r1 − w1) + log pW (r2 − w2)

is strictly larger than

θ log pW (r1 − w2) + (1− θ) log pW (r2 − w1)

+ (1− θ) log pW (r1 − w2) + θ log pW (r2 − w1),

and (40) is valid. Thus (37) and (35) are both valid.
Finally, the proof for R2 <lr R0 <lr R3 comes as follows.

For showing R2 <lr R0, or equivalently p2(r)/p0(r) is strictly
decreasing, note that p2(r) is∫ r−a

r−b

1

(b− a)
√
2πσ2

exp

(
− x2

2σ2

)
dx

∣∣∣∣∣
a=0.1,b=0.9

(41)

from (2) and (5). Then p2(r)/p0(r) is∫ r−a

r−b

1

b− a
exp

(
−x

2 − (r − 1)2

2σ2

)
dx

∣∣∣∣∣
a=0.1,b=0.9

(42)

where r− 1 < r− b < x. Let x̃ = (r− 1)− x, (42) becomes∫ 0.9−1

0.1−1

1

0.9− 0.1
exp

(
x̃(2r − 2− x̃)

2σ2

)
dx̃ (43)

Because 0.1 < 0.9 < 1 and then x̃ < 0. When r increases,
this integration and thus p2(r)/p0(r) are both strictly decrease.
Note that the main reason why R2 <lr R0 is that all possible
v[n] ∼ unif[0.1, 0.9] in (2) are smaller than 1. Similarly one
can prove R0 <lr R3 since all possible v[n] ∼ unif[1.1, 1.8] in
(3) are larger than 1, and it concludes the proof for Theorem
1.

B. Proof of Corollary 1

We begin the proof by showing the following results for the
error functions

Fact 1. When r2 ≥ r1 ≥ 0,

erf(r1) >
2√
π
r1e
−r22

Fact 2. When r > 0, function erf(r)/r is monotonically
decreasing with r.

To prove Fact 1, from the definition of error function [30]

erf(r) ,
2√
π

∫ r

0

e−t
2

dt,

we need
r1 − er

2
2

∫ r1

0

e−t
2

dt < 0. (44)

Note that inequality (44) is valid since∫ r1

0

e−t
2

/e−r
2
2 dt >

∫ r1

0

1 dt = r1,

and Fact 1 is valid. For Fact 2, we need to show that the
derivative of erf(r)/r with respect to r is negative when r > 0,
which is ensured by

2√
π
e−r

2

r − erf(r) < 0.

This equality is valid from Fact 1 by setting r2 = r1 = r, and
then Fact 2 is proved.

Now we are already to prove that if g1,2(r) > 0, then
g1,2(r) < g1,3(r). From (13) and p2(r) 6= 0,

g1,3(r) = g1,2(r)− g3,2(r)

= log
p1(r)

p2(r)
− log

p3(r)

p2(r)
. (45)

Then equivalently we must show that if p1(r)/p2(r) > 1, then
p3(r)/p2(r) < 1. To do this, first note that from Definition 1,
when Rm >lr R`, pm(r)/p`(r) is monotonically increasing
with r. Thus if we define rm,` as the root of the equation
pm(r) = p`(r), rm,` is unique for any pair (m, `). From
Theorem 1, R1 <lr R2 <lr R3, roots r1,2 and r2,3 are
both unique. Also p1(r)/p2(r) > 1 implies r < r1,2 and
p3(r)/p2(r) < 1 implies r < r2,3. Then equivalently we must
show that if r < r1,2, then r < r2,3. We prove it by showing

r1,2 < 0.5 < r2,3, (46)
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where 0.5 is chosen since the uniform distribution in (2) also
equals in distribution to

0.5 + unif[−0.4, 0.4]. (47)

We first show that 0.5 < r2,3 in (46). From the mono-
tonically decreasing property of p2(r)/p3(r), equivalently we
need to show

p2(0.5)/p3(0.5) > 1.

To do this, note that the derivative of p3(r) in (10) is

5
√
2

7
√
πσ

[
e
−( r−1.1√

2σ
)2 − e−(

r−1.8√
2σ

)2
]
,

which is positive when r < (1.1 + 1.8)/2 = 1.45. From
(3)(47), 0.5 < 1.1 − 0.4 < 1.1+1.8

2 or 0.5 < 0.7 < 1.45, and
thus p3(0.7) > p3(0.5). Now we need further show that

p2(0.5)/p3(0.5) > p2(0.5)/p3(0.7)

> 1 = p2(r
2,3)/p3(r

2,3), (48)

then 0.5 < r2,3 due to R2 <lr R3. From (10) and the property
erf(−r) = −erf(r) [30], the inequality p2(0.5)/p3(0.7) > 1
is valid if

4

7
·

erf
(

1.1√
2σ

)
− erf

(
0.4√
2σ

)
erf
(

0.4√
2σ

) < 1, (49)

or equivalently erf
(

0.4√
2σ

)
/erf

(
1.1√
2σ

)
> 4/11. This inequality

is valid since

erf
(

0.4√
2σ

)
0.4√
2σ

>
erf
(

1.1√
2σ

)
1.1√
2σ

, (50)

from Fact 2. Then (48) and (49) are both valid and they
validate 0.5 < r2,3. Now we show r1,2 < 0.5 in (46). Similar
to (48), equivalently we need p2(0.5)/p1(0.5) > 1. From
(1)(47) and (10), we need

4 ·
erf
(

0.5−0√
2σ

)
− erf

(
0.4√
2σ

)
erf
(

0.4√
2σ

) < 1,

or equivalently erf
(

0.4√
2σ

)
/erf

(
0.5√
2σ

)
> 4/5. As steps for

(50), this fact can also be proved by Fact 2. Then (46) is
valid, and thus if r < r1,2 then r < r2,3. It concludes the
proof for showing if g1,2(r) > 0, then g1,2(r) < g1,3(r).

Now we prove if g1,2(r) > 0, then g1,2(r) < g1,0(r). From
(13)

g1,0(r) = g1,2(r) + g2,0(r)

= log
p1(r)

p2(r)
+ log

p2(r)

p0(r)
, (51)

Then equivalently we must show that if p1(r)/p2(r) > 1, then
p0(r)/p2(r) < 1. Again, from Theorem 1, R1 <lr R2 <lr R0,
equivalently we must show that if r < r1,2, then r < r2,0.

Note that r1,2 < 0.5 from (46), we further prove r2,0 > 0.5,
or p2(0.5)/p0(0.5) > 1. From (47) and (10), we need

5
4erf

(
0.4√
2σ

)
1√

2πσ2
e
−
(

0.5−1√
2σ

)2 > 1. (52)

This inequality is ensured by Fact 1 by setting r2 =
0.5/
√
2σ, r1 = 0.4/

√
2σ. It concludes the proof for showing

if g1,2(r) > 0, then g1,2(r) < g1,0(r).

C. Proof of Corollary 2

For (19), we start from proving if g3,0(r) > 0, then
g3,0(r) < g3,1(r). Similar to Appendix B, we must prove that
if p3(r)/p0(r) > 1, then p1(r)/p0(r) < 1; or equivalently
if r3,0 < r, then r1,0 < r since R1 <lr R0 <lr R3 from
Theorem 1. We prove it by showing

r1,0 < 1 < r3,0 (53)

First, we show that r1,0 < 1, or equivalently

p1(1)/p0(1) < p1(r
1,0)/p0(r

1,0) = 1

since R1 <lr R0. As (41), from (1) and (5), p1(1) equals to∫ r−a

r−b

1

b− a
1√
2πσ2

exp

(
− x2

2σ2

)
dx

∣∣∣∣
r=1,a=0,b=0.1

(54)

and is strictly smaller than

1√
2πσ2

∫ r−a

r−b

1

b− a
dx

∣∣∣∣
r=1,a=0,b=0.1

= p0(1).

Next, we show 1 < r3,0 or equivalently p3(1)/p0(1) < 1
since R0 <lr R3. It is valid since from (3), p3(1) equals to
(54) with (a, b) = (1.1, 1.8), and is also smaller than p0(1).
Then (53) is valid and thus g3,0(r) < g3,1(r) if g3,0(r) > 0.

Now, we prove if g3,0(r) > 0, then g3,0(r) < g3,2(r). From
(13), equivalently we must show that if p3(r)/p0(r) > 1, then
p2(r)/p0(r) < 1; or if r3,0 < r, then r2,0 < r since R2 <lr

R0 <lr R3. We prove it by showing

r2,0 < 1 < r3,0. (55)

The fact 1 < r3,0 was proved, we only need to show r2,0 <
1 or p2(1)/p0(1) < 1 since R2 <lr R0. From (2), p2(1)
equals to the RHS of (54) with (r, a, b) = (1, 0.1, 0.9), which
is smaller than p0(1). Hence p2(1)/p0(1) < 1 and thus if
g3,0(r) > 0, then (19) is valid.

Finally, for (20), we must prove that if p2(r)/p0(r) > 1,
then p3(r)/p0(r) < 1; or equivalently if r2,0 > r, then r3,0 >
r since R2 <lr R0 <lr R3 from Theorem 1. This observation
is valid due to (55), and it concludes the proof for Corollary
2.

D. Proof of Proposition 1

For showing p2(r)/p0(r) is strictly decreasing when r ≤ 1,
now p2(r) in (22) is∫ r−a

r−b

1

(b− a)
√

2π(σ2 + σ̃2)
exp

(
− x2

2(σ2 + σ̃2)

)
dx (56)
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where a = 0.1, b = 0.9 from (2). Then p2(r)/p0(r) is∫ r−a

r−b

1

ρ(b− a)
exp

(
−x

2 − ρ2(r − 1)2

2(σ2 + σ̃2)

)
dx (57)

where ρ =
√
(σ2 + σ̃2)/σ2 ≥ 1. From r− 1 < r− b < x, let

x̃ = (r − 1)− x < 0 and (57) becomes∫ −0.1
−0.9

1

0.8ρ
exp

(
[(ρ− 1)(r − 1) + x̃][(ρ+ 1)(r − 1)− x̃]

2(σ2 + σ̃2)

)
dx̃

Because ρ ≥ 1 and x̃ < 0, when r − 1 ≤ 0 and r increases,
this integration and thus p2(r)/p0(r) are both strictly decrease.
Similarly, from (3), p3(r)/p0(r) is∫ 0.1

1.7

1

1.6ρ
exp

(
[(ρ− 1)(r − 1) + x̃][(ρ+ 1)(r − 1)− x̃]

2(σ2 + σ̃2)

)
dx̃

with x̃ > 0. When r − 1 ≥ 0 and r increases, this integration
and thus p3(r)/p0(r) are both strictly increase. This concludes
the proof.

E. Proof of Corollary 3

We start from proving if g1,2(r) > 0, then (23) is valid.
Note that with post-event noise, since still R1 <lr R2 <lr

R3, and thus if g1,2(r) > 0, then g1,2(r) < g1,3(r) as in
Appendix B. Now we prove if g1,2(r) > 0, then g1,2(r) <
g1,0(r). From (51), we must show that if p1(r)/p2(r) > 1,
then p0(r)/p2(r) < 1. From R1 <lr R2 and (46), equivalently
we must show that if r < r1,2 < 0.5, then p0(r)/p2(r) < 1.
We first prove p2(0.5)/p0(0.5) > 1. From (52),

5

4
erf

(
0.4√

2(σ2 + σ̃2)

)
>

1√
2π(σ2 + σ̃2)

e
− (0.5)2

2(σ2+σ̃2) .

Now we need
1√

2π(σ2 + σ̃2)
e
− (0.5)2

2(σ2+σ̃2) ≥ 1√
2πσ2

e−
(0.5)2

2σ2 , (58)

or

exp

(
0.52

2(σ2 + σ̃2)
− 0.52

2σ2

)
=exp

(
−σ̃2/σ2

8σ2(σ̃2/σ2 + 1)

)
≤
√

1

1 + σ̃2/σ2

By taking log function, we need

−σ̃2/σ2

8σ2(σ̃2/σ2 + 1)
+

1

2
log(1 + σ̃2/σ2) ≤ 0 (59)

Note that the equality is valid when σ̃2/σ2 = 0, and the
derivative of LHS corresponds to σ̃2/σ2 is

−1
8σ2

(σ̃2/σ2 + 1)2 +
1

2

1

σ̃2/σ2 + 1
,

which is always negative when σ2 ≤ 1/4 and σ̃2/σ2 > 0.
Then (59) and (58) are both valid. From (58) and (52),
p2(0.5)/p0(0.5) > 1. We further show that p2(1)/p0(1) ≤ 1.
As (54), we know that

p2(1) <
1√

2π(σ2 + σ̃2)
.

Since p0(1) = 1√
2πσ2

, then p2(1)/p0(1) ≤ 1. From Proposi-
tion 3, when r ≤ 1, p2(r)/p0(r) is monotonically decreasing.
Thus 1 > r2,0 > 0.5. Together with the fact 0.5 > r1,2 then if
p1(r)/p2(r) > 1, then p0(r)/p2(r) < 1. Then if g1,2(r) > 0,
(23) is valid.

Finally we show that if, g3,2(r) > 0, g3,1(r) < g3,2(r),
which is equivalent to prove if p3(r)/p2(r) > 1, then
p1(r)/p2(r) < 1. Since R1 <lr R2 <lr R3, also r1,2 < 0.5 <
r3,2 from (46). This fact is valid. It concludes the proof.
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